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Abstract: In the present scenario traveling is very common hobby and this hobby is no more so expensive 

if a traveller is planning properly. Backpackers in not new thing in travelling world. But its emerging 

trend in India. Not only forgien tourists like to stay in hostels or with home stay now. Backpacker style 

not only making travelling economic but also give us a different viewpoint to traveler to look at a place, 

to enjoy ,knowledge, information. Young generation of India has started this new way of travelling in 

India. 

 

Introduction: Backpacking style came into existence around 1970 at that time it was generally considered 

as an option for the people who were not having good financial background. Still if talk about the forgien 

tourists who come to India to travel as a backpacker they are from they same segment.  

But in the context of Indian tourist its not only about the economic way of travelling, they get new 

friends, especially foreigners, better way of enjoyment.  

Holidaying is no longer just for the rich. An increasing number of Indians are now taking time out from 

their busy life to travel with their family and friends to bond, celebrate, explore, and experience varied 

lifestyle, culture, and food. 

here has been a blast in the movement market, and travel has turned into a way of life explanation of 

2016. The coming year will just observe it develop and develop further. Indians are getting to be 

advanced explorers. They are never again just vacationers. From exploring to extravagance travel, the 

necessities are differed and fascinating. A few people travel for sustenance, while others travel for 

shopping. Some are solo voyagers, while some incline toward going with family. As indicated by 

TripAdvisor' consider, upwards of 44 percent of voyagers from India expanded their movement spends in 

2016. Being high on the worldwide rundown of explorers, who need to take a stab at something new, 

India is eighteenth in the worldwide travel spending rankings, with an expected normal spending plan of 

$3,107, contrasted and the worldwide normal travel spend of $5,100.  

 

The coming year will see an ascent in experiential and goal occasions in India. As per Booking.com, 

around 58 percent of voyagers intend to allot their movement spending plan to encounters. Individuals in 

India currently favor great inns, eateries, exercises like scuba jumping, skydiving, sight-seeing balloon 

ride, meals, parties at top of the line bars.  
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Indians are searching for finding special spot as well as mean to make extraordinary recollections. 

Regardless of whether it is going inside India or outside India with more distant family or praising an 

achievement with a sustenance and best of extravagance or relaxation experience, voyagers will come 

back with recollections that outlast the genuine encounter.  

 

We will likewise observe odd goals which will be investigated by individuals. As per AARP study, all 

inclusive 99 percent will take somewhere around one recreation trip in 2017, with a normal of at least five 

treks expected consistently. Most (51 percent) hope to just travel locally, yet a critical part is wanting to 

travel both locally and universally (43 percent). A similar pattern will be found in India also.  

 

A portion of the top goals of 2017 are probably going to be Sri Lanka, Philippines, Croatia, South of Italy, 

Tasmania, and Madagascar. These goals are as yet unfamiliar and most Indians are presently searching 

for new places instead of frequenting similar goals. Experiential will increment since individuals are 

searching for in excess of a vacation. They are searching for making their vacation into picking up, 

something more profound for them to retain out of the occasion - a reclaim.  

 

Today, Indian voyagers are investigating imaginative soul satisfying occasions like an ace class with a 

culinary expert, spa occasions for those needing revival, ski exercises or skydiving for those seeing 

experience, trekking and climbing for the nature sweethearts, and the workmanship darlings have 

biennales and craftsmanship celebrations.  

 

Indians will be seen making a trip to far away terrains like Japan to observe the cherry blooms, 

encountering Northern lights, venturing out to Tuscany for a cooking knowledge with an ace culinary 

expert, figuring out how to ski on a ski occasion in the French Alps, and commending achievement events 

with a private occasion with family and companions in a portion of the famous goals. 

 

Hostels never again mean meagerly outfitted quarters where desperate youthful hikers lay their heads and 

line to utilize collective washrooms. New types of extravagance lodgings have seen a hole in the jam-

packed inn commercial center to offer chic convenience at deal costs, drawing in adroit holidaymakers all 

things considered.  

 

A neoteric origination, U HOSTELS offer a rich convenience amped by tastefully planned urban 

structures, a youthful and vivacious atmosphere or more all, most extreme cleanliness models to 

guarantee an agreeable and charming remain for each explorer.  
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Inventive Concept  

 

Inns are being touted as the favored settlement decision among the Millennials. An exciting mix of 

sweeping administrations, extravagance and moderateness get them an edge over other urban settlement 

alternatives.  

 

"It's absolutely another idea. In the event that you take a gander at the lodging convenience in the nation, 

it is exceedingly divided and there is no brand which offers quality and consistency with premium 

administrations to clients. Premium inn section is a totally missing fragment in India, we are taking a 

gander at filling that vacuum," stated, Sudhir Sinha, Managing Director, U Hostels Hospitality LLP. As a 

superior item, U Hostels will have "conveniences of a lodging and solace of an administration loft." "Our 

Hostels will have cafeteria, eatery, rec center, space for social occasions, laundromats, and so forth.," 

Sinha said.  

 

Extravagance Living  

 

Millennial voyagers need to have their pick of chic, cool inns complete with honor winning bars, luxury 

shower items, and even close to home perusing lights. The sharing idea/co-living society has been 

obtained from lodgings, while conveniences will be proportional to a four-star inn. This idea is pervasive 

in Europe in a major manner.  

 

"We will offer global standard long visit and shared housing in prime business locale crosswise over India 

to the working administrators and recognizing voyagers," Sinha said.  

 

Administration contributions at U Hostels are customized and most appropriate for long stay needs, a pre-

essential for the cost-cognizant yet mindful worldwide visitors who travel every now and again for both 

business and relaxation.  

 

Rising Demands  

 

Absence of casual and urbane settlement alternatives are taking into account the sensibilities of single 

guys and youthful voyagers between the age gathering of 25-40 years. As indicated by a study, there is a 

relentless ascent in the interest for extravagance inns attributable to their ease, key areas and broadened 

offices alongside a light vibe, helpful for voyagers of all age gatherings. Esteemed at a rough $5.2 billion 

in bed income, the development projections for the lodging business are as high as 7-8 percent every year. 

Developing markets like Asia, The Middle East, and Eastern Europe are being touted as potential favored 

areas with expected income development from the lodging business in twofold digits. 
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Exploring India… It's a hellfire of an encounter. I have visited India multiple times currently, going 

through about two years exploring over this insane sub-landmass.  

The great thing about exploring India is that basically anyone can manage the cost of it, particularly if its 

all the same to you being somewhat awkward. I bounced insane and bummed a ride, couchsurfed and 

rested harsh a great deal to make my movement dreams a reality be that as it may, to be completely 

forthright, exploring in India is cheap to the point that you don't generally need to do this… A financial 

plan of just $500 a month will go far when hiking India and it's conceivable to do it for far less.  

 

 

A ton of explorers visiting India end up investing practically the majority of their energy in the voyager 

centers of Goa, Hampi, Manali and Rishikesh at the same time, to be completely forthright, this isn't the 

genuine India. 

 

The genuine India can be a test at the same time, for audacious hikers, India offers probably the most 

amazing investigating in all of Asia. 

 

Study Background: This study is totally based on secondary data. All this information is gathered with the 

help of internet , different websites and articles. 

 

Summary: Backpacker is not a new style in the travel industry but in India it is an emerging trend and 

becoming. For foreigner tourist it always an economic way of travelling .  
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